A Digital Risk Dashboard for Corporate Actions Processing

In today’s complex corporate actions environment, it can be difficult to gain a complete, timely and well-defined view of the risks facing your organization – especially when you rely on manual reporting processes.

**FIS® Corporate Actions Risk Manager** (formerly XSPosure) is an intuitive and dynamic risk dashboard that clearly represents your financial exposure to corporate actions risk.

Corporate Actions Risk Manager allows you to easily set customized risk tolerance benchmarks and track the processing of events against your criteria. Now, you can make optimal election decisions, maximizing and fulfilling fiduciary responsibility, in good time – every time.

---

**IMPROVE VISIBILITY**

Provide a transparent, holistic view of all corporate actions risk across your organization.

**MANAGE RISK EXPOSURE**

Easily create and tailor parameters with user-defined risk weights.

**INFORM ELECTION DECISIONS**

Accurately calculate entitlements and make the most financially appropriate choices.
FIS CORPORATE ACTIONS RISK MANAGER
A Digital Risk Dashboard for Corporate Actions Processing

KNOW YOUR RISKS
Easily identify high-, medium- and low-risk events with traffic-light color coding that’s based on the risk criteria that you define.

STICK TO SCHEDULES
Gain a clearer understanding of the timelines, status and work involved in processing events as they approach their deadline.

MONITOR FOR CHANGES
Track trade, position and offer updates with dynamic charts and visualizations throughout the corporate actions' life cycle.

Get the clarity you need to fulfill your fiduciary responsibility.
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EASILY ACCESS THE DATA YOU NEED
See only the accounts you’re authorized to work on. Then filter or drill down by specific risk categories, corporate action types and more.